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Recent Tragic
Events
Coming at a time of renewed
interest in the developmental
changes of the life cycle,
Psychotherapy and the Widowed
Patient is a rich resource that
examines the impact of a spouse's
death on an individual's mental
health. Psychiatrists and
psychoanalysts address a wide
range of issues concerning loss,
grief, and bereavement, and
provide practical and creative
approaches for both widowed
persons and the helping
professionals charged with treating
their grief. Chapters in this
compassionate volume discuss the
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characteristics of individuals who
are more likely to seek professional
help in coping with grief,
widowhood as a time of growth and
development, the value of
openness instead of denial in
dealing with death, the grieving
process in young widowed
spouses, the similarities of
widowhood to separation and
divorce, the role of dependency in
how well widowed patients develop
emotionally, and the role of loyalty
in the process of grief. The more
clinical chapters examine strategies
for carrying out experiential
psychotherapy with widowed
patients, rational-emotive therapy,
grief therapy, the effects of new
perspectives on spousal
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bereavement on clinical practice,
and aspects of bereavement
response to loss, with a timeframe
for viewing psychotherapeutic
intervention. A review of the
psychological literature regarding
widowhood completes this
comprehensive new book.
At a time when the Manhattan
Project was synonymous with largescale science, physicist J. Robert
Oppenheimer (1904‒67)
represented the new sociocultural
power of the American intellectual.
Catapulted to fame as director of
the Los Alamos atomic weapons
laboratory, Oppenheimer occupied
a key position in the compact
between science and the state that
developed out of World War II. By
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tracing the making̶and
unmaking̶of Oppenheimerʼs
wartime and postwar scientific
identity, Charles Thorpe illustrates
the struggles over the role of the
scientist in relation to nuclear
weapons, the state, and culture. A
stylish intellectual biography,
Oppenheimer maps out changes in
the roles of scientists and
intellectuals in twentieth-century
America, ultimately revealing
transformations in Oppenheimerʼs
persona that coincided with
changing attitudes toward science
in society. “This is an outstandingly
well-researched book, a pleasure to
read and distinguished by the high
quality of its observations and
judgments. It will be of special
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interest to scholars of modern
history, but non-specialist readers
will enjoy the clarity that Thorpe
brings to common
misunderstandings about his
subject.”̶Graham Farmelo, Times
Higher Education Supplement “A
fascinating new perspective. . . .
Thorpeʼs book provides the best
perspective yet for understanding
Oppenheimerʼs Los Alamos years,
which were critical, after all, not
only to his life but, for better or
worse, the history of
mankind.”̶Catherine Westfall,
Nature
This book provides a practical
guide to crisis intervention. It
emphasizes the role of violence,
patient suicide, long-term sequelae
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of trauma, clinical assessment and
risk management, professional
boundaries and burn-out, and the
neurophysiology of trauma, as well
as the needs of underserved
patient populations including
minority group members, older
adults, gays and lesbians, and
children. It features critical reviews
of controversial topics, including
EMDR, critical incident stress
debriefing, recovered memories,
dissociative identity disorder, and
alternative medicine.
Intelligence, surveillance, and
reconnaissance (ISR) capabilities
have expanded situation
awareness for U.S. forces, provided
for more precise combat effects,
and enabled better decision making
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both during conflicts and in
peacetime, and reliance on ISR
capabilities is expected to increase
in the future. ISR capabilities are
critical to 3 of the 12 Service Core
Functions of the U.S. Air Force:
namely, Global Integrated ISR
(GIISR) and the ISR components of
Cyberspace Superiority and Space
Superiority, and contribute to all
others. In response to a request
from the Air Force for ISR and the
Deputy Assistant Secretary of the
Air Force for Science, Technology,
and Engineering, the National
Research Council formed the
Committee on Examination of the
Air Force Intelligence, Surveillance,
and Reconnaissance (ISR)
Capability Planning and Analysis
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(CP&A) Process. In this report, the
committee reviews the current
approach to the Air Force corporate
planning and programming process
for ISR capability generation;
examines carious analytical
methods, processes, and models
for large-scale, complex domains
like ISR; and identifies the best
practices for the Air Force. In
Capability Planning and Analysis to
Optimize Air Force Intelligence,
Surveillance, and Reconnaissance
Investments, the current approach
is analyzed and the best practices
for the Air Force corporate planning
and programming processed for
ISR are recommended. This report
also recommends improvements
and changes to existing analytical
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tools, methods, roles and
responsibilities, and organization
and management that would be
required to ensure the Air Force
corporate planning and
programming process for ISR is
successful in addressing all Joint,
National, and Coalition partner's
needs.
This eBook has been formatted to
the highest digital standards and
adjusted for readability on all
devices. Ambitious, but illeducated, naïve, and immature,
Clyde Griffiths is raised by poor and
devoutly religious parents to help in
their street missionary work. As a
young adult, Clyde must, to help
support his family, take menial jobs
as a soda jerk, then a bellhop at a
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prestigious Kansas City hotel.
There, his more sophisticated
colleagues introduce him to bouts
of social drinking and sex with
prostitutes. Enjoying his new
lifestyle, Clyde becomes infatuated
with manipulative Hortense Briggs,
who takes advantage of him. After
being in a car accident in which a
young girl loses her life, Clyde is
forced to run away from the town in
search for the new life.
The Department of State Bulletin
Documents Provided to the Select
Committee on the Events
Surrounding the 2012 Terrorist
Attack in Benghazi
Capability Planning and Analysis to
Optimize Air Force Intelligence,
Surveillance, and Reconnaissance
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Investments
Disasters and Tragic Events: An
Encyclopedia of Catastrophes in
American History [2 volumes]
Forest Fire Danger Prediction
Using Deterministic-Probabilistic
Approach
Which "global Village"?
A Public Health Strategy
Hearing Before the Subcommittee
to Investigate Problems Connected
with Refugees and Escapees of the
Committee on the Judiciary, United
States Senate, Ninety-fourth
Congress, Second Session
Daily Report, Foreign Radio
Broadcasts
A Post Office Tragedy
Societies, Cultures, and Politicaleconomic Systems in a EuroPage 11/39
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Atlantic Perspective
Humanitarian Problems in Lebanon
Developed by one of the world's
leading theatre companies, this
resource offers teachers a practical
drama-based approach to teaching
and appreciating three of
Shakespeare's most popular plays:
Romeo and Juliet, Macbeth, and A
Midsummer Night's Dream. Dramabased exploration of the text for pupils
Teacher's notes and photocopiable
worksheets for a lesson-by-lesson
route Also works as a dip in resource
Flexible ideas for use with current
teaching Mapped to KS3 Framework
for English and KS2 Primary
Framework for Literacy CD contains
printable digital versions
When a crisis strikes, the first 120
minutes can determine the public's
perceptions of the school system,
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employee group, community college,
university or ministry, and the image
the organization will have long after
the situation is under control. This
document defines a crisis and the
need for crisis management; the result
of a crisis that is not managed; the key
elements of good crisis management
as exemplified by Johnson & Johnson,
Wisconsin Electric Power Co., and
Molson Breweries; the need for
communication planning and
establishment of credibility before the
crisis strikes; elements of a
communication plan; measures to take
during an actual crisis, using the
example of a teachers' strike; and
principles of crisis management.
The years following the attacks of
September 11, 2001 have seen the
publication of a wide range of scientific
analyses of terrorism. Literary studies
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seem to lag curiously behind this
general shift of academic interest. The
present volume sets out to fill this gap.
It does so in the conviction that the
study of literature has much to offer to
the transdisciplinary investigation of
terror, not only with respect to the
present post-9/11 situation but also
with respect to earlier historical
contexts. Literary texts are media of
cultural self-reflection, and as such
they have always played a crucial role
in the discursive response to terror,
both contributing to and resisting
dominant conceptions of the causes,
motivations, dynamics, and aftermath
of terrorist violence. By bringing
together experts from various fields
and by combining case studies of
works from diverse periods and
national literatures, the volume
Literature and Terrorism chooses a
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diachronic and comparative
perspective. It is interested in the
specific cultural work performed by
narrative and dramatic literature in the
face of terrorism, focusing on
literature's ambivalent relationship to
other, competing modes of discourse.
Features a comprehensive guide to
American dramatic literature, from its
origins in the early days of the nation
to the groundbreaking works of today's
best writers.
This book examines the expression of
a Jewish identity in French films and
the characteristics used by filmmakers
to portray this nebulous concept in
movies produced after the Shoah and
World War II. Throughout a sixty-year
span, French directors struggled to
define Jewish identity and a correlation
with the larger question of French
national identity. The study delves into
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the larger question of Jewish identity
as characterised in works of cinematic
fiction in accordance with the history of
the Jews of France, using the
centrality of the emancipation
paradigm of 1791 and the theoretical
frame provided by Jean-Paul Sartre’s
Réflexions sur la question juive. The
book identifies and describes three
categories of films produced between
1950 and 2010 that represent the
manner in which directors portrayed
an evolving Jewish identity and its
relation to French society, rejecting the
practice of labeling a film as “Jewish”
because of the ethnicity of a director or
writer. Based on extensive research
including the review of over 200 fulllength films, the book provides an
overview of features addressing the
concept of Jewish identity and
includes a Descriptive Filmography of
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productions matching the author’s
definition of a Jewish-identity film.
From the template La Grande Illusion
to contemporary releases, the book
argues that French Jewish-identity
films dwell in the sociological realm of
Jewishness, as the epicenter of
tension is rooted in identity rather than
religion.
Finding Meaning
Current Policy
A South Asian View
28 - 29 November 2007, Ghent,
Belgium
Report of the Inter-regional Workshop
on Integration of Housing Finance Into
the National Finance Systems of
Developing Countries
The Palgrave Handbook of Affect
Studies and Textual Criticism
Official Report of Debates
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Jewish Identity in French Cinema
(1950-2010)
Recent Tragic Events
Individual and Community Mental
Health Interventions
Foreign Assistance Act of 1968

The official monthly
record of United States
foreign policy.
This volume provides a
comprehensive account of
how scholarship on affect
and scholarship on texts
have come to inform one
another over the past few
decades. The result has
been that explorations of
how texts address, elicit,
shape, and dramatize
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affect have become
central to contemporary
work in literary, film, and
art criticism, as well as in
critical theory, rhetoric,
performance studies, and
aesthetics. Guiding
readers to the variety of
topics, themes,
interdisciplinary
dialogues, and subdisciplinary specialties
that the study of interplay
between affect and texts
has either inaugurated or
revitalized, the handbook
showcases and engages
the diversity of scholarly
topics, approaches, and
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projects that thinking of
affect in relation to texts
and related media open
up or enable. These
include (but are not
limited to) investigations
of what attention to affect
brings to established
methods of studying
texts—in terms of period,
genre, cultural contexts,
rhetoric, and individual
authorship.
This interdisciplinary
collection of 19 essays
addresses violence on the
American stage. Topics
include the revolutionary
period and the role of
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violence in establishing
national identity, violence
by and against ethnic
groups, and females as
perpetrators and victims,
as well as state and
psychological violence
and violence within the
family. The book works to
assess whether
representing violence
may cause its cessation,
or whether it generates
further destruction.
Featured playwrights
include Susan Glaspell,
Sophie Treadwell,
Tennessee Williams,
William Inge, Amiri
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Baraka, Luis Valdes,
Cherríe Moraga, Sam
Shepard, Tony Kushner,
Neil LaBute, John Guare,
Rebecca Gilman, and
Heather MacDonald.
From the Salem Witch
Trials of 1692 to the
Sandy Hook school
massacre of 2012, this
two-volume encyclopedia
surveys tragic
events—natural and manmade, famous and
forgotten—that helped
shape American history. •
Covers a wide range of
topics, from the infamous
to the obscure • Places
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each event in context,
giving it deeper meaning
and showing its impact •
Includes primary source
material from U.S.
Supreme Court cases,
presidential speeches,
eyewitness accounts,
state and federal
legislation, and federal
government
investigations • Brings
the events it covers to life
through photos and
illustrations
Recent Tragic
EventsDramatists Play
Service Inc
The Facts on File
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Companion to American
Drama
Proceedings of the 5th
International
Probabilistic Workshop
After the London Attacks
A Collection of Speeches
and Excerpts from
Important Addresses
Delivered in the United
States, by the Foreign
Minister of Pakistan, Mr.
Zulfikar Ali Bhutto,
During the Years
1963-1964
New Approaches to
Evidence-Based Practice
Literature and Terrorism
Terrorism and Disaster
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Paperback with CD-ROM
Psychotherapy and the
Widowed Patient
American Foreign Policy
Current Documents
The Navy Yard Tragedy
The Sixth Stage of Grief
Hearings
In this groundbreaking new
work, David Kessler—an expert
on grief and the coauthor with
Elisabeth Kübler-Ross of the
iconic On Grief and
Grieving—journeys beyond the
classic five stages to discover a
sixth stage: meaning. In 1969,
Elisabeth Kübler Ross first
identified the stages of dying in
her transformative book On
Death and Dying. Decades later,
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she and David Kessler wrote the
classic On Grief and Grieving,
introducing the stages of grief
with the same transformative
pragmatism and compassion.
Now, based on hard-earned
personal experiences, as well as
knowledge and wisdom earned
through decades of work with the
grieving, Kessler introduces a
critical sixth stage. Many people
look for “closure” after a loss.
Kessler argues that it’s finding
meaning beyond the stages of
grief most of us are familiar
with—denial, anger, bargaining,
depression, and acceptance—that
can transform grief into a more
peaceful and hopeful experience.
In this book, Kessler gives
readers a roadmap to
remembering those who have
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died with more love than pain; he
shows us how to move forward in
a way that honors our loved ones.
Kessler’s insight is both
professional and intensely
personal. His journey with grief
began when, as a child, he
witnessed a mass shooting at the
same time his mother was dying.
For most of his life, Kessler
taught physicians, nurses,
counselors, police, and first
responders about end of life,
trauma, and grief, as well as
leading talks and retreats for
those experiencing grief. Despite
his knowledge, his life was
upended by the sudden death of
his twenty-one-year-old son. How
does the grief expert handle such
a tragic loss? He knew he had to
find a way through this
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unexpected, devastating loss, a
way that would honor his son.
That, ultimately, was the sixth
state of grief—meaning. In
Finding Meaning, Kessler shares
the insights, collective wisdom,
and powerful tools that will help
those experiencing loss. Finding
Meaning is a necessary addition
to grief literature and a vital
guide to healing from
tremendous loss. This is an
inspiring, deeply intelligent mustread for anyone looking to
journey away from suffering,
through loss, and towards
meaning.
The Oklahoma City bombing,
intentional crashing of airliners
on September 11, 2001, and
anthrax attacks in the fall of 2001
have made Americans acutely
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aware of the impacts of
terrorism. These events and
continued threats of terrorism
have raised questions about the
impact on the psychological
health of the nation and how well
the public health infrastructure is
able to meet the psychological
needs that will likely result.
Preparing for the Psychological
Consequences of Terrorism
highlights some of the critical
issues in responding to the
psychological needs that result
from terrorism and provides
possible options for intervention.
The committee offers an example
for a public health strategy that
may serve as a base from which
plans to prevent and respond to
the psychological consequences
of a variety of terrorism events
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can be formulated. The report
includes recommendations for
the training and education of
service providers, ensuring
appropriate guidelines for the
protection of service providers,
and developing public health
surveillance for preevent, event,
and postevent factors related to
psychological consequences.
Negotiated by social, cultural and
economic actors, globalization is
a complex and open-ended
process, argues this diverse
group of international scholars.
Forest fires cause ecological,
economic, and social damage to
various states of the international
community. The causes of forest
fires are rather varied, but the
main factor is human activity in
settlements, industrial facilities,
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objects of transport
infrastructure, and intensively
developed territories (in other
words, anthropogenic load). In
turn, storm activity is also a basic
reason for forest fires in remote
territories. Therefore, scientists
across the world have developed
methods, approaches, and
systems to predict forest fire
danger, including the impact of
human and storm activity on
forested territories. An important
and comprehensive point of
research is on the complex
deterministic-probabilistic
approach, which combines
mathematical models of forest
fuel ignition by various sources of
high temperature and
probabilistic criteria of forest fire
occurrence. Forest Fire Danger
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Prediction Using DeterministicProbabilistic Approach provides a
comprehensive approach of
forest fire danger prediction
using mathematical models of
forest fuel with consideration to
anthropogenic load, storm
activity, and meteorological
parameters. Specifically, it uses
the deterministic-probabilistic
approach to predict forest fire
danger and improve forest
protection from fires. The
chapters will cover various tree
types, mathematical models, and
solutions for reducing the
destructive consequences of
forest fires on ecosystems. This
book is ideal for professionals
and researchers working in the
field of forestry, forest fire
danger researchers, executives,
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computer engineers,
practitioners, government
officials, policymakers,
academicians, and students
looking for a new system to
predict forest fire danger.
Consciously or unconsciously,
humans always pay attention to a
wide variety of stimuli. Attention
is part of daily life and it is the
first step to understanding. The
proposed thesis deals with a
computational approach to the
human attentional mechanism
and with its possible applications
mainly in the field of computer
vision. In a first stage, the text
introduces a rarity-based threelevel attention model handling
monodimensional signals as well
as images or video sequences.
The concept of attention is
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defined as the transformation of
a huge acquired unstructured
data set into a smaller structured
one while preserving the
information: the attentional
mechanism turns rough data into
intelligence. Afterwards, several
applications are described in the
fields of machine vision, signal
coding and enhancement,
medical imaging, event detection
and so on. These applications not
only show the applicability of the
proposed computational attention
method, but they also support the
idea that similarly to the fact that
attention is the beginning of
intelligence in humans,
computational attention may be
the starting point of artificial
intelligence in engineering
applications. Several databases
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containing different kinds of
signals were used to test the
model and its applications: audio
signals of natural complex
ambiences and events, real-life
video sequences as well as
simulated sequences and finally
natural scenes, textured or
synthetic images. Results are
presented in a clear and
comprehensive way within each
application providing the
relevance of the use of the
computational attention model.
Finally, a large discussion is
opened based on the theoretical
and practical achievements and
future extensions are proposed.
Computational Attention Towards
Attentive Computers
The Tragic Intellect
Safety and Security in the VA
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Hearings Before the
Subcommittee to Investigate
Juvenile Delinquency of the
Committee on the Judiciary,
United States Senate, Ninetyfourth Congress, First Session,
Pursuant to S. Res. 72, Section
12 ....
The First 120 Minutes
Essays on Its Staging, Meanings
and Effects
Hearings, Ninetieth Congress,
Second Session, on H.R. 15263 ...
The Shooting at Royal Oak :
Report of the Committee on Post
Office and Civil Service, House of
Representatives, Investigation
Into the Events of the Shooting
on Thursday, November 14, 1991
at the U.S. Post Office at Royal
Oak, MI.
Comparative Perspectives
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Handgun Crime Control,
1975-1976
What Lessons Have Been
Learned to Secure U.S. Transit
Systems? : Hearing Before the
Committee on Homeland Security
and Governmental Affairs, United
States Senate, One Hundred
Ninth Congress, First Session,
September 21, 2005
Oppenheimer
Experts assess the lessons learned
from the most recent terrorist atrocities
in terms of psychiatric interventions
and sequelae.
THE STORY: It is September 12th,
2001; the setting is the Minneapolis
apartment of Waverly, a young
advertising executive. Soon to venture
on a blind date amidst the television
news coverage of the September 11th
attacks, Waverly becomes preoccupie
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Trames
Hearing Before the Subcommittee
Oversight and Investigations,
Committee on Veterans' Affairs,
House of Representatives, One
Hundred Fifth Congress, First Session,
May 22, 1997
Hearing Before the Committee on
Homeland Security and Governmental
Affairs, United States Senate, One
Hundred Thirteenth Congress, First
Session : Examining Government
Clearances and Background Checks,
October 31, 2013 ; Examining Physical
Security for Federal Facilities,
December 17, 2013
A Guide to Crisis Management in
Education
Violence in American Drama
Hearings, Reports and Prints of the
House Committee on Foreign Affairs
Crisis Intervention and Trauma
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Preparing for the Psychological
Consequences of Terrorism
Goa, India, 10-14 June 1991
The RSC Shakespeare Toolkit for
Teachers
AN AMERICAN TRAGEDY
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